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SOUTH COAST

The South Coast Region-Los Angeles and Orange Counties-Is essentially urbanized, but a few key areas still remain In a natural or nearly natural state. These remaining
cliffs, hills, mountains, estuaries, and wetlands create dramatic contrasts to the region's urban character. Traveling
along the coast by land, air, or sea, one Is vividly aware of
waterfront urban areas, punctuated by natural preserves.
This considerable variation In topography and character of
physical development is matched by substantial variations
In social structure, economic and financial well-being, land
ownership patterns, and jurisdictional control.
Coastal recreational and resource areas have come under
severe and increasing pressures In recent years. Population
growth In Orange County continues to Increase rapidly. _In
Los Angeles, though, the population of seven million has
stabilized, tremendous shifts of population and job locations
within the region to the west and southwest (especially
along the coast, to the airport and Marina del Rey areas,
the Palos Verdes Peninsula, east Long Beach, and southern
Orange County) are combining with Increased recreational
demands to create severe access and use conflicts. The
general level of congestion has Increased tremendously;
historically congested areas such as Malibu and Laguna are
Increasingly Impassable. Beach usage regularly numbers In
the millions, although physical access to many areas
remains poor or nonexistent. Severe degradation of the
once-flourishing South Coast marine life has accompanied
this growth; present watershed and water quality regulations are not effectively protecting or restoring this major
resource. Current conditions promise to worsen since the
South Coast will bear the burden of much of the energy
production and distribution demanded In the future.
Key Planning Issues. Given this situation, and the projections of continued growth In the Los Angeles and Orange
Counties coastal areas, pressure for new urbanization and
utility facilities to meet energy demands, certain Plan policies must be regarded as vital to effective coastal planning
within Los Angeles and Orange Counties:
• Meeting Vast Recreational Demands. The Coastal Plan
advocates that substantial Improvements In public access
to existing beaches be made. Proposed acquisitions will
provide new beach and view areas, and almost as Important, the campsites, trails, bike paths, and parking to
make these fully usable. The Plan stresses meeting the
bulk of the future southern California recreational
demand within the region, thus reducing dependence on
parks, campsites, and commercial recreation facilities In
distant locations, traveling to which consumes energy.
• Protection and Restoration of Marine Resources and
Water Quality. The Plan strongly advocates concerted
private and public action to restore water quality and the
marine resources dependent upon it. This will demand
(1) strict enforcement of present water quality standards;
(2) Improved siting practices for major pollution sources;
(3) stricter development controls and wastewater practices within upstream watersheds; (4) reversal of the historic trend of destruction of wetlands; and (5) such additional remedial measures as stocking and stricter regula-
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tlon of consumption. These actions will yield, over the
long run, vastly Increased benefits from the naturally
productive southern California coast.
• Energy Conservation. Because all of the major proposals
for meeting future energy demands can substantially
harm the South Coast's priceless recreation, natural, and
productive resource values, a third key policy focus of the
Plan must be the conservation of energy. Siting and design standards can only slow the degradation of the
State's resources, both coastal and Inland; only complete
devotion to energy conservation will adequately reflect
the true value of the coast.
Other policies are very important to the South Coast as
well, and they are highlighted in each of the following subregional discussions. However, these three key areas form
the core of the Coastal Plan's proposals In the region. It Is
an ambitious undertaking-to reverse simultaneously a dependence upon continued urban and Industrial expansion,
much directly affecting the coast, as a base for economic
activity, and along with It, a tremendous surge of residential and recreational activity toward the shore as more and
more people come to view It as one of the few available refuges. But any lesser goal would be unworthy of the splendor which the coast once represented, and which It can offer to sustain human needs and the human spirit.
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Beach form a continuous strip just south of the Refuge.
Just east of these beach communities lies Huntington Harbour, which was created by the dredging and filling of Sunset Bay. It Is a high-Income, boating-oriented development
In which public access to Harbour waters Is extremely limited except for the county-maintained boating facility at Sunset Aquatic Regional Park.
To the southeast of Huntington Harbour Is the subregion's
largest city , Huntington Beach, which has grown from a
truck-farming community of 5,200 to a city ·of 150,000 In
only 25 years . The area overlays large oil reserves,and most
of the rich agricultural soli of the Santa Ana River floodplain within the city limits has been converted to residential
or commercial use.
·
This subregion possesses outstanding recreational and environmental resources. The wide sandy beaches are almost
entirely In public ownership and are popular for both swimming and surfing. Two excellent fishing spots are the Seal
Beach and Huntington Beach piers which also function as
fine viewing areas for coastal activities. The extenf!lve wetland system serves as a valuable habitat for both flora and
fauna.

Plan Proposals. Increasing public recreational access and
use are key Plan policies for this subregion. This will mean
providing new commercial recreation facilities at Huntington Harbour and downtown Huntington Beach, a buffer
area and low Intensity parks around Bolsa Chlca, and upland support facilities and trail linkages In the central park
corridor to Increase use of the publicly owned beach . Supporting measures provided for In the Plan call for reserving
much of the remaining Pacific Coast Highway capacity for
recreational use as a scenic drive, but stressing trails,
transit, and upland parking areas to remove day-use autos
from congested Immediate shoreline areas.
Additional Plan proposals Include maintaining the nine-acre
Department of Water and Power parcel In Seal Beach In
public ownership primarily used for open space and recreational use, and providing beach access from the nearest
public right-of-way In Surfside. VIsitor serving facilities
uses shall have priority on the remaining undeveloped acreage In Huntington Harbour. Monitoring water quality and
boating capacity In this area Is Important as well, to Insure

that water quality Is maintained and boating capacity Is not
exceeded.
This subregion offers an Important opportunity to fulfill the
restoration goals of the Coastal Plan through the Bolsa Chlca restoration project. These restorable wetlands In the Balsa Bay area should be protected both from encroaching resIdential development (which should be redirected to other
areas that already have urban services) and from Intensive
recreational proposals (marinas). The Plan calls for prohibition of development of Bolsa or Anaheim Bays or surroundIng lands which would seriously Impact the ecological reserves. Open space for wildlife habitat and recreational
uses should be restored and maintained In the vlclnty of the
Santa Ana River mouth; and at Anaheim Bay, existing and
restorable wetlands should be protected by directing residential growth to other locations and by Instituting coordinated watershed and floodplain management .
Development patterns should support the major goals of the
Plan In this subregion. Strip commercial uses along Pacific
Coast Highway should be redeveloped Into planned commercial clusters ; a portion of the remaining capacity of the
highway should be reserved for recreational use and as a
scenic drive, and trails should be stressed. No more parkIng lots should be built on the beaches; transit and upland
parking areas should be used to relieve shoreline congestion. The bluffs should be protected; vista points should be
preserved and acquired. Agricultural uses should be evaluated and, where appropriate , preserved and protected. The
Plan also supports the anadromous fish "put and take"
program and provides public access consistent with protection of the national wildlife refuge. Recycling and rehabilitation of residential areas at the same densities should be
encouraged In most areas.
Opportunities for low- and moderate-Income families and
minorities to reside In the area and enjoy recreational facilities should be protected and expanded. Oil-related structures In the Huntington oil fields should be removed as the
resource becomes depleted . The proposed 1 ,400-megawatt
expansion of Southern California Edison's Huntington
Beach plant may not meet Coastal Plan siting criteria.
(Note: See Appendix section on Examples of Subregional
Plans for an Illustrative case study on Huntington Beach.)

SUBREGION 10: NEWPORT BEACH/COSTA MESA
[See Plan Map 54]
The Newport Beach-Costa Mesa subregion extends some
6.5 miles from the Santa Ana River mouth south to the
southerly limits of Newport Beach . Newport Beach, Costa
Mesa, and portions of Santa Ana, Tustin, Irvine, and unincorporated Orange County territory are within the subregion, and Important natural areas Include Upper and Lower
Newport Bay and the San Joaquin freshwater marsh .
Lower Newport Bay serves as a major marina resource with
a public and private berthing capacity of some 7,000 boats.
The lower bay Is the focus of a water-oriented lifestyle for

those who reside on the small Isles within the bay and on
the Balboa Peninsula. VIsitors can enjoy ocean and bay vistas from the beach walk and two city piers, or from
restaurants which line the perimeter of the Bay. Extensive
swimming and bathing opportunities are available In this
subregion, but traffic congestion and lack of parking are
major barriers to beach access. Wildlife observation opportunities are available In Upper Newport Bay and the San
Joaquin Marsh. Current plans call for an Interpretive center
and bike path along the recently acquired Upper Bay edge,
and opportunities still exist to acquire blufftops above the
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bay for viewing and wildlife observation. The Upper Bav
area which was purchased by the State is plagued by major
runoff and siltation problems.
Major employment centers are located at Newport Center, a
recently developed regional shopping and office complex,
and Inland at the Irvine Industrial complex adjoining the
Orange County Airport. The University of California at Irvine also provides a significant employment and cultural resource.
Development Issues. This subregion offers significant opportunities for Implementing Plan policies on resource restoration and protection. Key Issues Include protecting and
restoring the water quality of Newport Bay for habitat and
low-use recreation, and preparing a waste discharge plan
for the watershed (Including non-point source effluent). Also Important will be protecting productive agricultural lands
from encroaching residential, commercial, and industrial
land uses; encouraging the concentration of these uses In
areas already committed; and limiting development as necessary to protect recreational travel capacity .
Plan Proposals. Policies applying specifically to the subregion or especially appropriate for Implementation here Include acquiring undeveloped land from the Santa Ana River
mouth to Victoria Street as a regional park for public recreation and wildlife habitat. Significant agricultural lands
should be protected by concentrating development In areas

already committed. Undeveloped upland areas adjoining
Upper Newport Bay should be publicly acquired as a buffer
for the bay's habitat and for compatible recreational uses;
all necessary measures shall be undertaken to protect and
enhance the water quality of the bay.
To preserve vestiges of historic Newport, the character of
the area surrounding the Balboa Pavilion, as well as the
pavilion itself, should be preserved. New structures should
retain the character and density of the surrounding environment.
Another key Issue for this subregion involves Improving
public access to existing shoreline recreation facilities; the
Plan gives access by trails, trams, and transit priority over
automobile access. No Intensification of uses should be permitted In areas severely Impacted by traffic congestion. A
portion of the capacity of Pacific Coast Highway should be
reserved for recreational use; resort and recreational development shall have prlortly over other commercial developments on the highway and the Newport Peninsula. The marine repair Industry should be protected from displacement.
The Plan also calls for connecting the coastal trail network
to the Santa Ana Corridor; and for Improving visual and
physical access to Lower Newport Bay by providing inland
parking areas linked by trails and public transportation to
the beaches and shoreline recreation facilities.

SUBREGION 11: IRVINE COAST
[See Plan Map 54)

This little-developed subregion, extending some 3.5 miles
between the city limits of Newport Beach and Laguna
Beach, Is owned primarily by The Irvine Company. The offshore is characterized by sand and mud bottoms and submerged rocks and reefs; kelp beds provide habitat for many
marine species. The landforms are relatively unaltered physically, with coastal bluffs and marine terraces backing
sandy beaches and rocky tidepools. The back shore Is characterized by ridge and canyon topography, with coastal
sagebrush, grassland, and riparian vegetation; grazing actIvity Is presently supported on these uplands. Although
there are no Incorporated cities, residential development
exists at Irvine Cove, Crystal Cove, and the El Mora trailer
park development located on the beach just north of
Abalone Point; an equestrian center exists on the marine
terrace seaward of Pacific Coast Highway. This subregion is
almost entirely undeveloped and remains the major opportunity for open space preservation along the Orange County
coast.
Development Issues. Most of this subregion Is owned by
The Irvine Company. It has recently proposed a coastal
community of 30,000-50,000 persons, with a major shoreline
resort at Crystal Cove. The Irvine plans, In cooperation with
the county, anticipate the completion of a six-lane extension
of Highway 73 through the hills to connect with Interstate 5
behind San Juan Capistrano. Four roads through the hills
would connect Inland areas with HIQhway 1.

These very substantial development proposals could severely harm the area's coastal resources. Substantial residential
growth could destroy valuable natural areas, diminish public access to recreation and commercial facilities along the
coast, and create a substantial Increase In vehicle miles traveled, placing further stress on already poor air quality.
Plan Proposals. The overall subregional growth should be
restricted based on air quality, habitat and productive
resource protection, and recreational use and circulation
constraints. Land between the Pacific Coast Highway and
the shore should be limited to permanent open space for
active and passive public recreation, highway view corridors, and planned clusters of water-oriented resort, recreational and tourist uses (such as restaurants, hotels, and
boating facilities) which serve the general public . A large
acreage east of the highway shall be designated for a lowcost family-oriented camping facility available to the general public (such as Camp Curry In Yosemite); this might be
provided through private means or It might be a further
public acquisition and publicly provided facility.

In the hillside area above the coastal shelf, the steep
slopes, deep canyons, and very narrow ridges should be
primarily limited to open space uses. Some portions of the
gentle slopes, elevated terraces, and broad ridges may be
utilized for low-density residential communities Including
related commercial and Institutional uses, provided these
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uses are located and designed In a way to protect the sensitive natural resources. No commercial use abutting Pacific
Coast Highway should be permitted; all commercial uses
should be restricted to carefully selected sites to serve residents and visitors as appropriate.
Of primary concern is the retention of the immediate shoreline (and the access routes necessary to serve It) as a major
public recreation resource. Primary concerns focus on establishing recreation access by systematically coordinating
trail, overlook, and recreation areas. To this end: (1) the
shoreline and area west of the highway should be reserved
for public recreation and visitor serving uses; (2) significant
terrace areas immediately east of the highway should be reserved as support areas for beaches; (3) key ridges and
promontories , especially in the southern portion, should be
reserved as public overlooks and as habitat and recreational

corridors linking canyon bottoms; and (4) canyon bottoms
should be retained in a natural condition.
Allocation of highway capacity is a major concern of the
Pian. Vista points of special aesthetic significance should be
developed for coastal parks and coastal trails for hiking,
biking, and equestrian uses by the public. Los Trances,
Mora, Emerald, Boat, Shady, and Willow Canyons should
be preserved as natural areas. A marine reserve and underwater park should be established from Cameo Shores to
Abalone Point, and watershed policies especially relevant
here Include acquiring upland areas for camping and habitat preservation (coastal canyons) and linking them with the
coast by transit, trails, and blkepaths. A coastal trail
through Irvine, Laguna, and Laguna Canyon should be
established.

SUBREGION 12: LAGUNAS
[See Plan Map 55]

The Laguna-South Laguna subregion extends along some 10
miles of shoreline from the northern limits of Laguna Beach
to the southern boundary of the planned community of Laguna Niguel. The subregion includes the City of Laguna

Beach and the unincorporated community of South Laguna.
Rising behind these developed areas, the rugged hillsides
are largely covered with coastal scrub and chaparral which
enhances the setting of these coastal communities. Major
Laguna Beach

PLAN MAP 54: MAP NOTES
SUBREGION 10: NEWPORT

the sensitive natural habitats and other resources. Acquire
significant acreage east of the highway, primarily on gently
sloping terrace land, to provide low-cost tourist facilities,
develop vista points of special significance, and expand
public access to the canyons and rldgetops, with linkages to
the coast by transit and hiking, biking, and equestrian
trails. Establish a coastal trail through Irvine, Laguna, and
Laguna Canyons. Limit commercial developments to carefully selected sites to serve residents and visitors; sites
shall not directly abut the highway.

South Side of Santa Ana River and River Corridor. Acquire
the 506-acre fresh and salt water marsh, bluff, and archaeological site as a multiple use regional park combining
wetland restoration, general recreation and beach support,
and archaeological preservation. Marina development would
not be compatible with this use. Protect last tern nesting
sites. Continue coastal trail In the flood channel to the
beach and connect to the Santa Ana Greenbelt Corridors;
consider possible location for hostel.

Cameo Shores to Abalone Point. Establish a marine
reserve.

Pacific Coast Highway. Reserve a portion of the capacity of
the highway for recreational traffic. Prevent Intensification
of uses In areas severely Impacted by traffic congestion.
Give priority to resort and recreational development over
other commercial developments along the highway.
Newport Peninsula and Lower Newport Bay. Give priority
to resort and recreational development over other commercial developments on the peninsula. Protect the marine
repair Industry from displacement. Improve visual and physical access to Lower Newport Bay. Provide Inland parking
areas served by trails and public transportation to the
beaches and shoreline recreation facilities.
Upper Newport Bay. Acquire five separate blufftop parcels
totalling 363 acres surrounding Upper Newport Bay as buffer areas for the bay and to provide open space, habitat,
compatible recreation, and scenic benefits. (This Is In addition to areas recently acquired by the Department of Fish
and Game.) All necessary measures should be undertaken
to protect and enhance the water quality of the bay, IncludIng waste discharge controls In the watershed. Support anadromous fish "put and take" fishing program; establish an
Interpretive center.
Agricultural lands. Protect significant agricultural lands by
concentrating development in areas already committed to
development.
San Diego Creek Area. Consider possible long-term acquisition.

SUBREGION 11: IRVINE COAST
Irvine Coast. Determine overall growth on basis of protecting air quality, protecting wildlife habitat and other natural
resources, providing recreational opportunities, and providIng adequate traffic circulation.
Seaward of Pacific Coast Highway. Acquire the land west of
the highway, not currently being acquired by the Department of Parks and Recreation, as permanent open space for
active and passive public recreation and highway view corridors, possibly excluding an area for the potential development of water-oriented commercial recreational facilities
(e.g., restaurants, hotels, and boating facilities) serving the
general public. If permitted, such facilities must be In
planned clusters, carefully sited to protect views and open
space.
East of Pacific Coast Highway. Retain the steep slopes,
deep canyons, and very narrow ridges In the hillside area
above the coastal shelf as open space. Some portions of the
gentle slopes, elevated terraces, and broad ridges may be
used for low density residential communities, Including related commercial and institutional developments, provided
that these uses are located and designed In a way to protect
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Under the provisions of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of1972, "Excluded from the coastal zone are lands
the use of which Is by law subject solely to the discretion of or which Is held In trust by the Federal Government, Its
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